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Tunable terahertz radiation from graphene induced by moving electrons
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Based on a structure consisting of a single graphene layer situated on periodic dielectric gratings, we show
theoretically that terahertz radiation can be generated by low-energy electron bunches moving atop the graphene
layer. The THz emission arises from graphene plasmons excited efficiently by the moving electrons. We find
that the radiation intensity can be strongly enhanced due to the local field enhancement of graphene plasmons
arising from their low losses and high confinement. Importantly, the radiation frequency can be tuned over a wide
spectral range by varying the Fermi level of the graphene layer. Our results could find applications in developing
tunable and miniature free-electron terahertz radiation sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene photonics and optoelectronics have attracted
intense research interest in recent years [1]. This is because
graphene possesses exceptional electronic and optical proper-
ties due to its unique electronic band structure, i.e., the exis-
tence of Dirac cones [2]. Indeed, a variety of novel applications
such as broadband photodetectors, optical modulators, and
ultrafast lasers have been proposed [1]. Interestingly, graphene
can support plasmons with frequencies in terahertz (THz) and
midinfrared regimes [3,4]. Compared with surface plasmons in
noble metals [5], graphene plasmons (GPs) exhibit remarkable
properties such as strong slow-wave effects, extreme light
confinement, and low Ohmic losses with a further advantage
of being tunable through electrostatic gating or chemical
doping [6–8]. These features make graphene a promising
material for active plasmonic devices [8], which could find
applications in transformation optics [9], metamaterials [10],
light harvesting [11,12], and nonlinear optics [13].

Terahertz radiation with frequencies from 0.1 to 30 THz
has attracted increasing attention due to its wide range of
potential applications [14]. However, a lack of desired sources
of THz radiation limits the realization of such applications.
During the past decade, many approaches, including optically
pumped solid-state devices, quantum cascade lasers, diodes,
and free-electron devices, have been investigated for the
development of THz sources [15]. Free-electron THz sources,
wherein radiation occurs as moving electrons interact typically
with a perturbing element [16–18], are of particular interest
owing to their high power and continuous tunability by varying
electron energies [15]. However, traditional free-electron THz
sources usually require relativistic electron energies, leading
to the difficulty in reducing their size while retaining their
wide tunability, which constitutes a great challenge for the
applications of such sources. Progress in this direction has
been made by exploiting radiation emission in photonic
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slow-wave structures driven by relative low-energy electrons.
Recent studies include terahertz Cherenkov radiation in
resonant dielectric-loaded waveguides [17,19,20] and light
emission at visible frequencies in nanostructured plasmonic
structures [21–24].

In this paper, we show theoretically that intense and
tunable THz radiation can be generated by low-energy electron
bunches (∼1 keV) moving atop a graphene layer situated on
periodic dielectric gratings. The underlying physics lies in the
fact that low-energy moving electrons can efficiently excite
GPs of THz frequencies, and GPs in turn can be transformed
into free-space radiation by the grating when satisfying the
phase matching condition. We find that the radiation intensity
is strongly enhanced around GP excitation frequencies. Based
on a self-consistent electromagnetic theory for the interaction
of moving electrons with GPs, we reveal that the radiation
enhancement can be attributed to the local field enhancement
of GPs arising from their low losses and high confinement.
We further show that the radiation frequency can be tuned
over a wide spectral range by varying the Fermi energy of
the graphene layer in conjunction with changing the grating
periodicity.

II. EXCITATION OF GPs BY MOVING ELECTRONS

We start by considering an electron bunch moving atop a
graphene layer on a dielectric substrate. Suppose the electron
bunch moves at a constant velocity v in the x direction atop
the graphene layer by a distance b. For simplicity, the electron
bunch is assumed to be uniform along y with a line charge
density ρ. The moving electrons can be treated as a source
with a current density J(r,t) = x̂ρvδ(z − b)δ(x − vt), which
may induce a transverse-magnetic electromagnetic (EM) wave
of the form ei(kxx+kz|z−b|) with its magnetic field polarized along
y in the frequency domain (see Note 1 in the Supplemental
Material [25]), representing a plane wave of a wave vector
kx x̂+sgn(z − b)kzẑ, where kx = ω/v, kz = ω

√
1/v2

p − 1/v2 ,
and ω and vp are the angular frequency and phase velocity
of light in an ambient medium, respectively. Obviously,
Cherenkov radiation occurs when v � vp [26], whereas no
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radiation is expected when v < vp since kz is purely imaginary
and therefore the induced EM wave is evanescent.

However, we will show that the evanescent EM wave
induced by moving electrons can efficiently excite GPs in
a graphene layer. Doped or gated graphene can support GPs
that propagate on a graphene layer with associated EM fields
strongly confined and enhanced near its surface [3,4,6,7], as
shown in Fig. 1(b). GPs possess slow phase velocity, which is
approximated by vgp/c � 4α

1+εd

EF

�ω
in the nonretarded regime

(kgp � ω/c) [6,7], where kgp is the GP wave vector, EF is the
Fermi energy, εd is the permittivity of the dielectric substrate,
α is the fine-structure constant, and c is the light speed in
air. Note that vgp/c can be of the order of 10−1–10−2 and
further tuned by varying EF at THz frequencies, suggesting
that graphene can be used as a tunable slow-wave structure.

When the electron bunch moving atop a graphene layer, the
induced evanescent EM wave can excite GPs if satisfying the
phase matching condition [27,28], namely,

kgp(ω) = ω/v. (1)

Clearly, Eq. (1) is equivalent to vgp(ω) = v, which is satisfied at
intersections of GP dispersion curves with electron beam lines.
Thus, the GP modes excited are given by ωgp � 4α

1+εd

EF

�v/c
. As

shown in Fig. 1(a), for EF = 0.4 eV, the frequency of the
excited GP is about 10 THz with v = 0.057c (corresponding
to a rather low electron energy 0.832 keV). The excited GP
frequency can be tuned by adjusting EF , e.g., about 24.9 THz
for EF = 1.0 eV.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Excitation of GPs in a graphene layer at
z = 0 on a dielectric substrate with εd = 4 by an electron bunch
moving with constant velocity v in the x direction and at z = b. The
graphene has an intrinsic relaxation time of τ = 0.6 ps throughout
this work. (a) Dispersion curves of GPs at different EF (black lines).
The red solid line shows the electron beam line ω/kx = v with v =
0.057c, and the blue dashed line represents the light line ω/kx = c,
where c is the light speed in air. (b) Distribution of field Re(Ex)
for two GP modes [dots in (a)]. (c) |Ex(z = 0)| vs frequency for
v = 0.057c and b = 0.1 μm at different EF .

To present a quantitative description and investigate the
excitation efficiency, one can recall that plasmon excitation
by moving electrons can be related to electron energy losses
suffered along their trajectory due to the interaction of
the electrons with the induced electric field Eind

x in the
presence of the graphene layer, which is given by WEEL =
− ∫

dtJ(r,t) · Eind
x (r,t), describing the work done by Eind

x back
on the electrons [27]. To examine the plasmon excitation,
it is convenient to obtain in the frequency domain WEEL =
− 1

π

∫ ∞
0 dω Re[J∗(r,ω) · Eind

x (r,ω)], where J(r,ω) = x̂ρδ(z −
b)ei ω

v
x . Intuitively, since GPs exhibit strong local electric

field enhancement, one can expect that Eind
x can be enhanced

under the phase matching condition of Eq. (1), leading to
the enhancement of the electron energy loss and thus the GP
excitation efficiency. To corroborate this, we can obtain Eind

x

rigorously by solving Maxwell equations when considering
the EM fields associated with the moving electrons in air as
incident fields upon the graphene layer [29–31]. In the presence
of the graphene layer, reflection and transmission should be
expected, yielding the total electric fields as (see Note 2 in the
Supplemental Material [25])

Eind
x (r,ω) ≡ ζeikxx

{
e−γ1|z−b| − re−γ1(z+b), z > 0,

tηe−γ1beγ2z, z < 0,
(2)

where ζ = −i
ρ

2cε0

γ1

k0
, r = 1−η+ξ

1+η+ξ
and t = 2

1+η+ξ
are reflection

and transmission coefficients of the graphene layer, respec-
tively, η = γ2/(εdγ1), ξ = iσgpγ2/(ε0εdω), γ1 =

√
kx

2 − k0
2,

γ2 =
√

kx
2 − εdk0

2, kx = ω/v, and k0 = ω/c. At THz fre-
quencies, graphene conductivity simplifies to σgp(ω) =
4αε0c

iEF

�(ω+i/τ ) on the condition that EF � kBT , where τ is the
relaxation time, T is the temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann
constant [6].

From Eq. (2), Eind
x can exhibit a resonance at the pole of

the reflection (transmission) coefficient under the condition
η + ξ = −1, corresponding exactly to the phase matching
condition of Eq. (1), i.e., the excitation of GPs [32]. As a
result, the induced EM fields near the graphene layer can be
considerably enhanced around GP resonant frequencies, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). The enhancement factor can be explicitly
related to the properties of excited GPs. To see this, at GP
resonant frequencies, we can reduce Eq. (2) in the nonretarded
regime to

Eind
x (z = 0,ωgp) � 2ρ

cε0(1 + εd )

ωgpτ

k0/γ1
eikxxe−γ1b. (3)

Note that, while ωgpτ can be about 11 and 110 with τ ∼ 0.6 ps
at frequencies of 3 and 30 THz, respectively, 1/γ1 is the GP
confinement length along z and k0/γ1 � vgp/c is of the order
of 10−1–10−2. Therefore, the excitation efficiency of GPs by
moving electrons can be strongly enhanced due to low losses
and high confinement of GPs. Note that efficiently exciting
GPs with free-space radiation is typically challenging because
there is a large wave-vector mismatch between GPs and free-
space radiation due to the high confinement of GPs. However,
the results here show that low-energy electrons could be used
to efficiently excite GPs by taking advantage of their high
confinement in addition to their low losses. These results are
distinct from previous studies [28] in which Eq. (3) accounts
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for the effect of losses in graphene and could provide a solid
link between the GP excitation efficiency and the properties of
GPs.

III. RADIATION EMISSION FROM GPs EXCITED BY
MOVING ELECTRONS

As shown, moving electrons atop a graphene layer can
efficiently excite GPs. However, the excited GPs cannot couple
into free-space radiation due to the wave-vector mismatch
between them. To transform GPs into free-space radiation,
we consider a graphene layer situated on a periodic dielectric
grating, as schematically shown in Fig. 2(a). The grating
consists of one-dimensional (1D) periodic grooves on a
dielectric substrate. The groove has period a, thickness h, and
filling fraction f . In the following discussions, the dielectric
substrate has εg = 11.6, and other parameters are a = 1.3 μm,
h = 0.4 μm, f = 0.7, and b = 0.1 μm.

The underlying physics for the transformation of excited
GPs into free-space radiation stems from the fact that the wave-
vector mismatch between GPs and free-space radiation can be
compensated by reciprocal lattice vectors of the grating under
the phase matching condition [33], namely,

kgp + 2πm/a =
{
k0 sin θ+, z > 0,√

εgk0 sin θ−, z < 0,
(4)

where m is the diffraction order of the grating and θ is
the radiation angle with respect to z. Different branches of
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Three-dimensional (3D) view (upper
panel) and side view (lower panel) of an electron bunch moving atop
a graphene layer on an 1D dielectric grating. (b) Dispersion curves
(black solid lines) of GPs for the structure in (a). Red solid, dashed,
and dashed-dotted lines show folded electron beam lines ω/(kx +
2π/a) = v with v = 0.034c, 0.04c, and 0.0436c, respectively. Blue
dashed and solid lines represent light lines ω/kx = c (air) and ω/kx =
c/

√
εg (substrate), respectively. (c) Distribution of field Re(Ex) at

frequencies of modes A, B, and C excited by the electron bunch with
corresponding v in (b) and b = 0.1 μm. The black solid lines in (c)
depict the profile of the grating.

diffraction order m represent band foldings. Consequently, the
GP dispersion is now characterized by a well-defined band
structure, as shown in Fig. 2(b), which is obtained numerically
by a scattering matrix method [33]. Band gaps appear at the
Brillouin zone center and boundaries due to multiple Bragg
scatterings arising from the introduced periodicity. As a result,
GP modes can reside above the light line, and therefore radiate
into free space when excited by moving electrons [Fig. 2(c)],
giving rise to free-electron-induced radiation emission [21–
24]. Such radiation emission belongs to a special kind of
diffraction radiation due to the excitation of resonant modes
in photonic structures by the evanescent EM fields associated
with moving electrons [27]. Note that Smith-Purcell radiation
can also occur due to diffraction of the grating with its angular
dispersion determined by electron beam lines folded above the
light line (see Note 3 in the Supplemental Material [25]).

The angular dispersion of the radiation from excited GPs is
determined by GP bands above the light line through Eq. (4),
as shown in Fig. 2(c), which plots the radiation patterns of
GPs at different positions in the Brillouin zone. In this study,
we focus on GP modes in the first folded band (m = ±1);
GP modes in other bands can be analyzed similarly based
on Eq. (4). Note that there are two kinds of light lines, one
for the air side and the other for the substrate side. For the
mode A with v = 0.034c, since it is below the light line of
both air and substrate, no free-space radiation can occur as
expected. However, the mode B with v = 0.04c, since it resides
between the light line of air and substrate, can give rise to
free-space radiation toward the substrate side at an oblique
angle determined by Eq. (4). Interestingly, as the mode C with
v = 0.0436 resides at the center of the Brillouin zone, it can
generate free-space radiation normal to the grating toward both
sides.

To characterize quantitatively the radiation induced by the
moving electrons, we obtain the spectral density of radiated
energy from the Poynting vector of the radiated waves (see
Note 3 in the Supplemental Material [25])

d

dω
W± = ρ2

4πε0c

cos(θ±)√
ε±

|R±(ω)|2e−2γ1b, (5)

where the plus (minus) sign stands for the air (substrate) side,
and R is referred to as the radiation factor, with R+(R−)
being the reflection (transmission) coefficient of the structure,
which can be calculated numerically by the scattering matrix
method [29].

Figures 3(a)–3(c) show the radiation intensity |R±(ω)|2 as
a function of frequency. From Eq. (4), the radiation intensity is
also plotted as a function of radiation angle |R±(θ )|2, shown in
Figs. 3(d)–3(f). For v = 0.034c [Fig. 3(a)], since the excited
GP mode [mode A in Fig. 2(b)] lies below the light line of both
air and substrate, it cannot contribute to free-space radiation.
Only a continuum of Smith-Purcell radiation from the grating
is observed toward both sides [16,29] . Also, the radiation is
distributed over a broad angular range [Fig. 3(d)]. In contrast,
for v = 0.04c, a prominent resonant peak in the radiation
spectra can be observed toward the substrate side [Fig. 3(b)],
corresponding exactly to the excited GP mode [mode B in
Fig. 2(b)]. Interestingly, the radiation toward the substrate side
is highly directional at an oblique angle, as shown in Fig. 3(e).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Radiation intensity |R+|2 toward the air
side (red dashed lines) and |R−|2 toward the substrate side (black
solid lines) vs frequency (left panels) and observation angle θ (right
panels) for the setup shown in Fig. 2(a). The velocity of electron
bunch is v = 0.034c in (a) and (d), 0.04c in (b) and (e), and 0.0436c

in (c) and (f). The modes B and C in (b) and (c) are related to those
in Fig. 2, respectively.

Note that Smith-Purcell radiation still exists toward both sides
but with much lower intensity compared with that from the
excited GP. When v = 0.0436c [Fig. 3(c)], prominent resonant
peaks at the excited GP frequency [mode C in Fig. 2(c)] can be
observed toward both the air and substrate sides in the radiation
spectra, leading to highly directional radiation normal to the
grating toward both sides [Fig. 3(f)].

The results here show that highly directional radiation
can be generated from excited GPs by moving electrons
and the radiation intensity can be strongly enhanced around
GP resonant frequencies. We will show with the help of
a self-consistent electromagnetic theory based on a modal
expansion that the radiation enhancement is also directly
related to the local electric field enhancement of GPs.

A. Radiation enhancement from excited GPs

To gain a deeper insight into the physics of the
strongly enhanced radiation from excited GPs, we develop a
self-consistent electromagnetic theory for the interaction of
moving electrons with GPs based on the assumption that the

induced EM fields can be expressed in the basis of GP modes
around GP resonant frequencies ωgp (see Appendix A). Since
the intensity of the radiation from excited GPs is dominant
over that of the Smith-Purcell radiation, we further assume that
the electron energy loss is totally converted into GPs around
ωgp and they in turn radiate into free space. Obviously, the
radiation enhancement can be attributed to the induced local
electric field enhancement of GPs based on this theory. The
theory can provide a closed-form expression for the radiation
intensity as

|R±(ω)|2 = F
ω2

gp

4Q2(ω − ωgp)2 + ω2
gp

Q

Qr,±

√
ε±

cos(θ±)
, (6)

where F = 2
π

Q

V/λ
, λ = 2πc/ωgp , V describes the spatial

confinement of GPs (see Appendixes A and B), Q is the total
quality factor, Qr,± is the radiative contribution to Q due to the
coupling of GPs to free space toward the air (substrate) side,
and Q/Qr,± is the outcoupling factor representing the portion
of energy converted into GPs that can be radiated into free
space. These fitting parameters can emerge from our numerical
calculations of the radiation intensity (see Appendix C), and
they bear an intrinsic dependence on the geometrical and
optical properties of the structures. We also apply this theory
to investigate the excitation of GPs on the dielectric substrate,
and it can reproduce the induced electric field given in Eq. (3)
at GP resonant frequencies (see Note 4 in the Supplemental
Material [25]).

Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the fitting of the numerical results
to Eq. (6). There is a good agreement between them around
GP resonant frequencies. |R±(ω)|2 exhibits a Lorentzian line
shape, reaching a maximum of F Q

Qr,±

√
ε±

cos(θ±) at GP resonant
frequencies. Note that the maximum radiation intensity is
linearly proportional to Q2. Figure 4(d) presents the fitted
value of Q, V/λ, and Q/Qr,± for different v. Interestingly,
both Q and λ/V can be of the order of 10, suggesting that
the radiation enhancement is due to large quality factors and
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)–(c) Numerical results of radiation in-
tensity |R−|2 toward the substrate side (black solid lines) and their
fitting to the theory of Eq. (6) (red dashed lines). The results
are obtained for the setup shown in Fig. 2(a) with (a) v = 0.04c,
(b) v = 0.0436c, and (c) v = 0.0473c. (d) Fitted value of Q, λ/V ,
and Q/Qr,− for different v.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Spectral density of radiated energy
dW−/dω toward the substrate vs v and frequency for a setup with
b = 0 as shown in Fig. 2(a). dW−/dω is of units of ρ2/ε0c and
plotted in a color scale form. Green dashed lines are obtained from
Eq. (1). Blue dashed (blue solid) lines are obtained from intersection
points of the red lines with blue dashed (blue solid) lines in Fig. 2(b).
(b) Frequency of the excited GP at kx = 0 [see Fig. 2(b)] vs EF . The
corresponding v can be calculated from ω/(kx + 2π/a) = v.

high confinement of excited GPs. It is worth pointing out that
Q/Qr,− is of the order of 0.2–0.3, indicating that the radiation
enhancement is still limited by the low outcoupling factor
due to optical losses in graphene. It can be shown that much
larger radiation enhancement can be achieved for lower losses
in graphene. Details about the dependence of the radiation
enhancement on optical losses in graphene are discussed in
Note 5 in the Supplemental Material [25].

B. Dependence of radiation emission on electron
velocity and Fermi energy

Figure 5(a) shows the spectral density of radiated energy
as a function of v and frequency for different EF . We focus
on the radiation toward the substrate side since its intensity
is much larger than that toward the air side. For a given
EF , the radiation from excited GPs occurs over a narrow
frequency range, showing a weak dependence on v. This weak
dependence stems from the weak dispersion of GP bands above
the light line due to the deep subwavelength nature of GPs [33].
However, the radiation peak shows a strong dependence on EF .
From Fig. 5(b), the peak frequency varies roughly from 10 to
14.2 THz as EF is increased from 0.4 to 0.8 eV. The spectral
range of the radiation can be further tuned by engineering the
grating structure. For example, the peak frequency can be tuned
from 14.8 to 23.4 THz as EF is increased from 0.4 to 1.0 eV
for a = 0.6 μm, h = 0.3 μm, and f = 0.7 (see Note 6 in the
Supplemental Material [25]). Therefore, the radiation can be
tuned over a wide frequency range by varying the Fermi level
in combination with changing the periodicity of the grating.

C. Estimation of total radiated energy

By integrating the spectral density of Eq. (5) over frequency
and radiation angle, the total radiated energy W can be
obtained, shown in Fig. 6(b) as a function of v. The radiated
energy is dominated over the velocity range where the excited
GPs contribute to the radiation. For example, for v = 0.0436c,
the radiated energy is W = 1.26 × 10−2ρ2/ε0a, nearly two
orders of magnitude larger than W = 1.81 × 10−4ρ2/ε0a
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Spectral density of radiated energy
dW−/dω toward the substrate vs frequency, and (b) radiated energy
W− toward the substrate vs v for a setup with b = 0.1 μm as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The inset to (b) plots the radiated energy W− vs b for
different v studied in (a). v1 and v2 in (b) correspond to those in
Fig. 5(a), respectively.

for v = 0.034c, where only Smith-Purcell radiation occurs
[Fig. 5(a)]. To evaluate quantitatively the radiated energy,
we consider an electron bunch with ρ = 100 pC/cm. The
total radiated energy is estimated to be W = 1.099 × 10−3

μJ/cm2 for v = 0.0436c, corresponding to a peak power of
1.31 kW/cm2 for a radiation pulse of 0.841 ps, where the
pulse duration of the radiation is estimated from the spectral
bandwidth of radiation peaks. The peak value of dW/dω is
found to be 0.0123 μJ/cm2/THz at 10.05 THz.

IV. DISCUSSION

In our calculations, the intensity of radiation emission from
GPs is mainly limited by the impurity- and phonon-limited
relaxation time τ = 0.6 ps (see Note 7 in the Supplemental
Material [25]), which is estimated for EF = 0.4 eV from
the measured dc mobility μ = 1.5 × 104 cm2/V s at room
temperature [34]. While impurity scattering is the dominant
factor limiting τ in low-quality graphene [35], τ can be
improved in high-quality graphene which has been reported
to achieve high mobility values, an order of magnitude larger
than what is assumed in this paper [2,36,37]. On the other
hand, graphene optical phonons significantly degrade τ for
frequencies above ωoph = 48.4 THz [6,38]. However, the THz
frequency regime of interest is below ωoph. Therefore, intense
radiation from GPs could be achieved in the THz regime.

We now consider the experimental implementation of
our proposal. The fabrication of high-quality graphene and
its integration with subwavelength dielectric gratings have
already been demonstrated experimentally [34,39]. While
subpicosecond electron bunches required in the THz regime
can be obtained in the keV energy range with the state-of-
the-art development of ultrafast pulsed electron sources based
on photoionization or the photoelectric effect by employing
femtosecond lasers [40–42], continuous electron beams from
low-voltage electron microscopes could also be employed
to realize the effect shown in this paper [21]. By taking
advantage of the high resolution of electron microscopes,
electron beams including both continuous and bunched ones
can be directed parallel to the surface of a system over a
distance on the nanometer scale [21,43]. Although charge
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density in subpicosecond electron bunches with good beam
quality may be limited, electron bunch trains with a high
repetition rate could be used to further increase the radiation
intensity [44].

In conclusion, we have theoretically shown that intense
and tunable THz radiation can be generated due to radiation
emission from GPs excited by low-energy electrons moving
atop a graphene layer on periodic dielectric gratings. Based
on a self-consistent electromagnetic theory for the interaction
of moving electrons and GPs, we revealed that the radiation
intensity can be strongly enhanced due to the electric field
enhancement of GPs arising from their large quality factors
and high confinement. We further showed that the dispersion
relation of radiation emission from GPs is determined by
GP band structures above the light line, leading to a weak
dependence of the radiation emission on electron velocities
due to the weak angular dispersion of GP bands above the
light line. Importantly, the radiation frequency can be tuned
by varying the Fermi level of the graphene layer, which
can be changed flexibly via electrostatic gating or chemical
doping, offering tunable terahertz radiation that can cover
a wide spectral range. In the case of electrostatic gating,
possible electrostatic effects on moving electrons are discussed
in Note 8 in the Supplemental Material [25]. In addition,
the possibility of using low-energy electrons could overcome
the size limit of conventional free-electron THz sources
requiring high-energy electrons [15]. Therefore, our results
could provide exciting opportunities for developing miniature
free-electron THz radiation sources with high tunability based
on graphene plasmonics.
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APPENDIX A: SELF-CONSISTENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

The spectral density of the energy loss suffered by free
electrons moving along the x direction atop a graphene layer
on a dielectric substrate or a dielectric periodic grating is given
by [27]

d

dω
WEEL = − 1

π

∫
dr Re

[
J∗(r,ω) · Eind

x (r,ω)
]
, (A1)

where Eind
x is the induced electric field by the electrons. Around

GP excitation frequencies ωgp, we assume that Eind
x can be

expressed in the basis of GP modes as

Eind
x (r,ω) = α(ω)Ẽx(r,ω̃gp) + f(ω), (A2)

where α(ω) is the excitation amplitude of GPs, Ẽx(r,ω̃gp) is the
solution of the Helmholtz equation ∇2Ẽx(r) + ε(r)

c2 ω̃2
gp

Ẽx(r) =
0 imposed with proper boundary conditions (which includes
the surface conductivity of graphene), ω̃gp = ωgp − iκ is the
complex eigenfrequency with κ being the damping rate of
GPs due to radiative leakage and absorption losses, ε(r) is the
relative permittivity of the structure, c is the light speed in air,

and f(ω) is a nonresonant background that is assumed to be
negligible for ω � ωgp.

On the other hand, Eind
x can be related to the current density

J(r,ω) through the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation

∇2Eind
x (r) + ε(r)

c2
ω2Eind

x (r) = −iμ0ωJ(r,ω). (A3)

By inserting Eq. (A2) and J(r,ω) = x̂ρδ(z − b)ei(ω/v)x to
above equation, we obtain

α(ω) = ρ

2ε0

[ ∫
Ẽ∗

x(z = 0)ei(ω/v)xdx
]/[ ∫

ε(r)|Ẽx |2dr
]

i(ω − ωgp) − κ
e−γ1b.

(A4)

Here, we use the approximation ω + ω̃gp � 2ωgp when ω �
ωgp. By inserting Eqs. (A2) and (A4) into Eq. (A1), we finally
obtain

d

dω
WEEL = ρ2

4πε0c
F

ω2
gp

4Q2(ω − ωgp)2 + ω2
gp

e−2γ1b, (A5)

where Q = ωgp/2κ , F = 2
π

Q

V/λ
, V =

∫
ε(r)|Ẽx |2dr

| ∫ Ẽx (z=0)e−i(ω/v)xdx|2 , and

λ = 2πc/ωgp . Note that V is reminiscent of the model volume
of optical microcavities describing the spatial confinement
of cavity modes [45], and can be understood in terms of
a generalized mode volume of GPs describing their spatial
confinement. Details on the physical understanding of V is
presented in Appendix B.

As mentioned in the main text, the electron energy loss
can be assumed to be totally converted into GPs around ωgp.
Therefore, in the case of the graphene layer on gratings, the
spectral density of the radiated energy can be expressed as

d

dω
W± = Q

Qr,±

d

dω
WEEL, (A6)

where Q/Qr,± is the outcoupling factor of GPs to free space
toward the air (substrate) side and Qr,± is the corresponding
radiative quality factor of GPs. By inserting Eq. (A5) into
Eq. (A6), and comparing with Eq. (5), we can obtain the Eq. (6)
in the main text for the radiation intensity as

|R±(ω)|2 = F
ω2

gp

4Q2(ω − ωgp)2 + ω2
gp

Q

Qr,±

√
ε±

cos(θ±)
.

APPENDIX B: PHYSICAL UNDERSTANDING OF V
DEFINED IN EQS. (6) AND (A5)

For optical microcavities which support cavity modes, the
mode volume Vcav defined as [45]

Vcav =
∫

ε(r)|Ẽcav(r)|2dr

ε(rc)|Ẽcav(rc)|2dr
(B1)

describes the spatial confinement of light in the cavity, where
ε(r) is the relative permittivity of the cavity, Ẽcav is the electric
field distribution of the cavity mode, and rc is the antinode of
the electric field. The mode volume Vcav is connected to the
enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate of a quantum
emitter at rc in a optical cavity, which is proportional to
Qcav/Vcav, with Qcav being the quality factor of the cavity.
From a fundamental point of view, Qcav/Vcav is related to the
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photonic local density of states probed by the emitter at rc in
the cavity.

In Eq. (6), to describe the enhancement of electron energy
losses experienced by moving electrons atop a graphene layer,
we introduce the quantity V for GP modes as

V =
∫

ε(r)|Ẽx |2dr

| ∫ Ẽx(z = 0)e−i(ω/v)xdx|2 . (B2)

Note that Ẽx(kx ; z = 0) ≡ ∫
Ẽx(z = 0)e−i(ω/v)xdx is the am-

plitude of the electric field Ẽx(z = 0) decomposed into parallel
wave vector kx = ω/v. Therefore, Eq. (B2) can be rewritten
as

V =
∫

ε(r)|Ẽx |2dr

|Ẽx(kx ; z = 0)|2 . (B3)

By comparing Eq. (B3) with Eq. (B1), and noting that the
enhancement of the electron energy loss is proportional to
Q/V , V can be understood in terms of a generalized mode
volume of GPs, describing the spatial confinement of GPs.
Moreover, it can be analytically showed that V is closely
related to the lateral confinement of GPs for a graphene layer
on a dielectric substrate (see Note 4 in the Supplemental
Material [25]). However, since the electrons are moving
uniformly along the x direction, they are delocalized in the real
space along the x direction, but localized in the momentum

space at a specific wave vector kx = ω/v. Therefore, the
definition of V in Eq. (B3) involves the electric field at
kx = ω/v and z = 0. It is interesting to point out that Q/V

here is actually related to the photonic local density of states
probed by moving electrons at a specific wave vector along the
x direction and a specific position along the z direction [46].

APPENDIX C: OBTAINING Q, V/λ, AND Q/ Qr,± BY
FITTING TO NUMERICAL RESULTS

The processes to obtain these parameters can be sum-
marized as follows. First, we fit numerical results of the
radiation intensity to Eq. (6) and obtain the quality factor
Q. In general, 1/Q = 1/Qr + 1/Qnr , where Qr and Qnr are
the radiative and nonradiative contribution to Q, respectively.
By varying the relaxation time τ in graphene, it is found
that Qr is nearly constant and Qnr = Aωgpτ , with A being
a constant for specific ωgp. In the limit of τ → ∞, we
can obtain Qr . In the case that excited GPs can couple to
free space toward both sides, using |R+(ωgp)|2/|R−(ωgp)|2 =√

ε+/ cos(θ+)√
ε−/ cos(θ−)

Qr,−
Qr,+

from Eq. (6) and 1/Qr = 1/Qr,+ + 1/Qr,−,
we can obtain Qr,+ and Qr,− from Qr . With Q and Q/Qr,±,
we can finally obtain V/λ from Eq. (6) at ω = ωgp . Details
are presented in Note 6 in the Supplemental Material [25].
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